
 

Reputable court and jurors! 

I ask you to examine of case Mrs. Eleanor Corso on your tables. Eleanor Corso is 

coming before a court on charge in premeditated terrorism. A mention about this fact causes 

indignation in mass of people. My essential goal is to prove, that Mrs. Eleanor Corso is 

responsible on current situation. 

  All victims were interrogated during an investigation and there was one eyewitness 

among them. Now the eyewitness is under reliable security of police until the announcement 

of judicial decision will be accepted. But statements were noted down and documented 

according to law. 

 The defendant has admitted guilt and repented, but she completely had refused from 

all indications before hearings started. Now she is claiming categorically, that she is innocent 

and this is a next pressure from the side of Global Aeromechanics Corporation since the 

insurance company will pay money quickly after ending a court case and, of course, all 

office buildings will be restored quickly. Of course, we really have checked documentations 

on the insurance of Corporation’s property, but it’s critical to mention, that the insurance 

company was guilty in wrong-doing to Corporation. 

 According to received information a conclusion about wishing Mrs.E.Corso to mislead 

a police was drawn. I want to remind you a motive of E.Corso.  

Mrs.E.Corso’s husband, a 54-years old local farmer, in a condition of psychological 

effect, in 23d October, 2003 destroyed 75% of the construction site of Global 

Aeromechanics Corporation. The offer from Corporation to sell a farm according to a 

contract between Corporation and local government was a reason. So this land in Hershvin’s 

territory must be taken over to Corporation and inhabitants must have moved to another 

territory with a significant monetary compensation. But Mr.Corso refused to sell his farm. 

The court has a conclusion of inspectors about discrepancy of existence the farm to all 

legislative standards. Mr.Corso died as a result of accident during military operation of 

police. Mr.Corso’s widow, Mrs.E.Corso, threatened on press-conference, devoted to that 

situation, of taking revenge on the corporation for the murder of her husband. So this is our 

motive. Now we should come back to the terrorist operation on board SkyAir flight 1038 

heading to Rome, Italy. The head of Global Aeromechanics Corporation, Richard Crook, 

was onboard and his place was 270 (first class). 

Mrs.E.Corso marked out at the airport, when she filled a questionnaire, that her goal of 

a visit to Rome is firstly a visit to cathedral of Saint Pyotr for blessing. This goal was 

formulated enough strangely. The airport's security service found violations during 

Mrs.E.Corso's boarding, but these violations were so petty, that the security service wasn’t 

pay attention. As we understand today violations were quite powerful apparently. A sensor 

was working during a checking of luggage. The luggage was checked by a detector 

repeatedly. A suspicion was caused by a big set of cosmetics. There are some rules to a 

transportation of luggage and such volume of luggage is impossible to transport. But 

Mrs.E.Corso started to weep hysterically, she couldn’t manage her emotions, when things 

were tried to be withdraw. A stuff of airport should have called a doctor and done an 

injection. The head of airport's security service checked by hand the cosmetics repeatedly 

and decided to pass a passenger on boarding. Mrs.E.Corso's behavior was very strange and 

suspicious in the airplane. Our eyewitness, a flight attendant of first class, Elza Rico made 

out, that some skirmish between two passengers appeared during boarding in her zone of 

responsibility. Mrs.E.Corso took part in this skirmish. An elderly lady was proving that she 

has taken place on her ticket (265) and she wouldn't leave this place. Mrs.E.Corso was on 



 

this place all time, while a passenger went to the flight attendant and his ticket. I want to 

note, that the place 265 is situated on next line for 270 place, which the head of Global 

Aeromechanics Corporation, Richard Crook, was occupied. 

After examination of circumstances Mrs.E.Corso took her place in second class (265). 

She was feeling herself badly during taking off and first 10 minute of flying. The flight 

attendant must have applied medicines for stabilization a pressure of Mrs.E.Corso. I hope 

you have in mind, that our agent Nostradamus was onboard SkyAir. He paid attention to 

Mrs.E.Corso at the airport. When the flight attendant had taken away Mrs.E.Corso to lady’s 

room, Nostradamus decided to check a personal luggage of a lady. The set of cosmetics was 

absent. 

So, reputable court, my professional opinion allows me to convict Mrs.E.Corso in 

premeditated terrorism with a target of receiving revenge. I would like to emphasize that we 

have received some information from criminal psychologist about condition of Mrs.E.Corso. 

The defendant is in unstable psychological condition that most likely entailed a commission 

of this terrible crime! 


